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HE OFFICERS OF THE STUDENT
Council play what may be the largest
role in determining' the tone, spirit, and
overall success of the school year. For
that reason, the Prep News is publishing
this special edition to help you, the voter,
to be better informed when voting for this
year's STU CO officers in the primary elections to be held tomorrow in the auditorium.
Each candidate was given aquestionnaire after he registered to run for office.
The first two questions are the same for
all candidates; the third question varies
with each office. What follows are the
candidates' responses to these questions.
It is your choice to vote or not; if you
do not, your voice has been silenced.
However, if you decide to make your
voice heard, it is a'fso your responsibility
to make an intelligent and well-informed
decision. ll{e, the staff of the Prep News,
hope that this special issue will help you
make the right choices. The Prep News
encourages all to take part in this very
important election.

The Questions:
1. Perhaps more than any other organization in the school, the Student Council
~~ determines the direction and success of
the student body's collective spirit and
efforts-whether in support of athletics,
fund-raising, or just entertainment or ex-

citement. How, in your opinion, should
STUCO try to serve everyone's (often
divergent) interests? What do you think
STUCO's primary role should be?
2. What specific abilities, personal
qualities, and experience would you bring
to your STUCO position which would
help you perform better than others in that

position?
A third question, specific to each
office, appears inside with the office descriptions.
Only obvious errors, such as spelling
and punctuation, were edited by the Prep
News. Any other errors were printed as
they appeared in the candidates' submissions.
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am committed to functioning in the capacity
of treasurer to the best of my ability if I am
elected..
3. Th~ most effective way for STUCO to
raise money is to provide frequent events
that will allow the entire student body to
come together, thereby maximizing profits
and promoting unity. STUCO funds should
be evenly distributed to minimize the costs
of all functions, especially dances, for all
smdents.
I encourage anyone who wants to find
out what I'm all about to read my ramblin'
manifesto outside the STUCO office. I really didn't have enough time to write anything worthwhile during activity period.

Bill Hucker
1. I think that in order to serve everyone's
interests here at SLUH, there needs to be
more publicity about all the activities that
occur at SLUH. People who are personally
involved in an activity know when that
activity occurs, but the people who are not
involved in it don't. So I think that the rest
of the smdent body needs to be exposed to
when plays or band contests or games are, so
they can attend and support their fellow
Junior Bills. The publicity of these events
should be the responsibility of STUCO.
The primary role of STUCO should be
acting as the mediator between the student
body and the administration to provide what
both sides want. The smdent body wants
STUCO to organize events like dances and
programs like intramurals that make life at
SLUH more enjoyable. The administration
wants STUCO to run programs like the
various charity drives that aid the student
body in growing in ways beyond the academic world by helping other people. By
listening to both sides, STUCO balances
these requests and keeps the·school running
·
smoothly.
2. Although I have no experience · on
STUCO or even being a homeroom rep, I
believe I would be a good candidate for
treasurer. The reason I think this is that I am
a very dedicated and determined person
who is willing to work hard for what he
wants. What I mean by this is that I would
be willing to do the extra work that being a
STUCO member entails. If I were elected,
the position of treasurer would be filled by
someone who would put in the hours to
make sure that the job was done right.

Treasurer
3. I think that the most effective way for
· STUCO to raise money is through mixers.
If STUCO could get more people to attend
mixers through better publicity at local girls
schools and by letting in guys from other
schools without a ticket, revenue from these
events could be raised considerably. Some
extra money could also be raised through an
organized intramural program. By charging
everyone on a team a dollar to play on many
different teams for different sports, more
money would be raised that could be used to
fund different activities.
I think that STUCO funds should be
used to fund large events like dances because of their initial high cost. These events
are expensive to have and therefore cost a lot
for us to attend. Money should not be a
determining factor as to if someone attends
a dance, and with STUCO sponsoring these
-~events, more people would be able to go.
Other student activities are also important
and need funding, but these are less expensive and the students attending could probably pay for these themselves without the
help of STUCO funds.

Mike Kuhn
1. I believe that STUCO should assimilate
everyone into the same category, thus eliminating.all independent thought. This policy
would also eliminate alt' things that people
with bad taste like, making this school a
veritable utopia.
I believe that STUCO should act' as a
liaison between the students and the administration so when the inmates take over the
asylum, a mediating body is already in place.
This would save many lives of the dregs and
outcasts of society.
This is.all a bittersweet lie; just satirical
exaggerations to help get me elected . , I believe that small groups of people have the
right to be in their own groups, which I
believe STUCO should sponsor to an extent.
But I also believe that these types of events
just thicken the barriers that are already" between the students. For this reason, I believe
that STUCO should sponsor big events that
do not spread diversity; instead these big
events will help bring the students together
and thus make the school a little better.

2. I am easily manipulated by people, and
thus would be a puppet to enact your'programs, no matter how irrelevant ,farfetched,
or silly. My D-in math proves that I have no
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figuring abilities, and have no concept of
numbers. I therefore will enact expensive
programs with no second thinking at all, leav·
ing the vice-president to clean up my mess,
since he has nothing better to do. I also am an
unbelievable procrastinator, such that I will
be able to save STUCO muchmoney,'since no
programs will be enacted. Then, I plan to then
skim off the top, and buy myself hundreds of
full-size pictures of X -Men.
This also is a bittersweet lie. I have
an A in math, which would allow me to help
provide much financial advice for new programs. My dedication and hard work, exemplified by my wrestling, would allow me to
serve you, I believe, better than anyone else.
3. Would you believe that I would be for
programs like a barbecue lunch, featuring
real ribs and brats? I hope to have your vote,
because I really really want to be your treasurer.
That barbecue brat lunch idea is not
a joke. I believe with fund raisers like these,
fundraisers where the students don'tevenknow
that they are donating money, will help SLUH,
and STUCO, grow. As I have said before, I
believe in big events that are not limited in size
and interest, events that everyone can 'enjoy,
and events that pay for themselves.

Greg Uhrhan
1. The primary role of STUCO is to inspire
the student body. An inspired student body
behaves more actively than a bored student
corps. .Whether through intramural athletics,
dances, canned food drives, and other activities, STU CO manages to serve the entire student body's divergent interests, allowing everyone to remain active.
2. Since! enjoy mathematics,I enjoy counting money, tabulating expenses, and preparing a budget. I have learned to work well on a
budget. That skill alone is very important for
a Sl,ICCessful student council. I also bring
.experience from my service on the SAC where
I defended a more lenient dress code. The
combination of experience and skill make me
the best choice for treasurer.
3. The most effective ways to earn money
are to hold several events that bring together
the student body and bring in large sums of
money. The accumulated funds should then
be used to defray the cost of large events-such
as dances .. Where most student can afford the
four or five dollar charge at a mixer, many
refuse to go to semi-fo.rmal dances because of
the price- but not o~ly dances, but any large
scale, high cOst event.
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Candidates for Preside_nt:

Mike Adrian

PRESIDENT: To set an agenda for all
STUCO .meetings; to assist in coordinating all STUCO functions; to appoint
special representatives, ad hoc chairman as the need arises; to act as official
representatives of the student body, to
the school, administration, and faculty;
along with the vice president, assist in
coordinating all STUCO elections; to
attend selected leadership workshops;
to act as spokesman for the entire senior
class in its leadership role in the school;
to be present at most school functions;
to make clean-up lists for the workroom
and announcement list; to act as Master
ofCeremonies for special SLUH events.

Question
3. STUCO-sponsored eventsoften require a great deal of communication
betweenbetweenSTUCOandtheSLUH
administration. As presidentofSTUCO
one of your roles would be to act as
officialrepresentativeofthestudentbody
to the administration and faculty mem-

David Breslin
more fully enjoy their SLUH experience
and in turn, help out the community. The
way to attain this would be through better
use of the class officers and homeroom
_~ reps to reach out to each student and to try
·- to understand what the student body's
needs and wants are. In the past, the great
asset of the represen tali ves to STUCO has
been overlooked. I would like to establish
two-way communication from the class
officers and homeroom reps to STUCO,
and then back to the students, showing
them how we are acting upon their ideas.
The primary goals of STU CO should
be to motivate the student body as a whole
to improve school spirit, which can only
be done by a unified senior class.
2. Having been elected co-captain of
two U. High sports teams, homeroom
rep., and a member of the Student Advisory Board, I will draw upon each of these
leadership experiences to lead our class.
First, the co-captaincies that I shared on
the soccer and baseball teams taught me
how to unite many different people to
rally for a common goal. It also taught me
that while teamwork is the number one
tool used to attain the overall goal, leading

by example and quiet confidence is the
bers; in what ways are you well-suited
best way to guide a team to success. Next,
,t...;.o_f..:...ul_fl.l...;.l...,t_h...:i$;.:;.r;;...o_le_?_.--·;··"~
;;: ·'·.. .;'...;.
·· _.,_. ...:..:...._ _,. +·'•'n a\ting servetl il's a homeroom rep-, I know

Mike Adrian
1. STUCO should not simply be the
coordinator and executor of all our functions. It should work to get ·aJl of the
classes interested in whatotherpeopleare
doing. Whether it be in sports; entertainment, or any other school function,
STUCO needs to work to let mc)re people
know what opportunities are out there to

firsthand the wealth of knowledge and
resources that is there, waiting to be used.
Finally, serving on the Advisory Board
has helped me to establish a good rapport
with the administration which will be
very helpful when delivering our ideas.
3. In the leadership positions that I hilVe
held at St. Louis U. High, I have become
comfortable dealing with our administration. I have a healthy respect for their

Matt Kriegel
responsibilities to the students and parents, and I am confident that I can communicate our desires and goals to them effectively.

David Breslin
1. I think that STUCO needs to serve
the school community in a listening capacity. The only way for it to serve
everyone's interests is if we know wha:t
those interests are. By having communi- '
cation between myself, if elected, and
others,notjustothermembersofSTUCO,
we will get a real idea of what things we
could do which would be interesting and
appealing to a diverse group. Already
people have come to me with suggestions
for next year, ideas that I would never
have thought of. What I propose is that we
give the person with the idea a couple of
days to think through his plan and put his
thoughts on paper. Once I getthatpiece of
paper, I will run the proposed plan by a
couple of senior homerooms. If there is
enough interest and if the idea is something we can pull off, I will do my best to
make sure that it gets done. What we have
to remember is that we can't please everybody all the time. Ifelected, though, I will
try to please most of the people most of the ,
time. The purpose of STUCO, just like
any other service gro~p, is to provide an
outlet for people to get things done and
ideas realized. If elected President, I will
make sure that the full voice of the student
body is heard and that the thoughts of just ~
few will not dominate next year.
The primary role of STUCO is to be
responsive to the needs and desires of the
·student body. TheStudentCouncil should
play the role of the voice of the students.

a
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STUCO is one of the only ways we have
them and work with them as what they
really are, o ur partners. I am well-suited
to express ideas and have our needs and
for the position of spokesman for the
wants met. If we do not take STUCO
school because I feel as if I am in touch
seriously, or the appointment of its memwith what the student wants. I don't think
bers, we are giving away our voice, the
vehicle we have to make a difference and
that you can serve your position of spokesman if you are not.committed and in touch
pursue change.
with what the people want. Various mem2. Coming to ·SLUH as a junior has
bers of the faculty and administration
made it possible for me to see the school
in a different light from everybody else.
have gotten to know me well. This familiarity with me can also lead to lines of
Though now an insider, this different perspective allows me to look at the school
communication which are open and remuch in the same way an outsider would:
ceptive to change and fresh ideas. It is my
ready and able to make suggestions about
belief that people will listen to you and
respect what you are saying if you come
what can be improved. I think that a
requirement for holding the position of
across as respecting the idea yourself. It
President is that he· must be able to work
is my aim to stand behind anything that
not only with a group of people, but also
comes out of STUCO and support it as if
with people on a one to one basis. I
it were my own. I am not afraid to ask
believe that I can work with people well . ~ qu estion s or be adamant when discussing
and in a manner which would allow for the
' my beliefs with the administration .
development of ideas and thoughts. I also
STUCO needs somebody who will be a
think that if I am going to do a job, I am
strong voice, who will not be afraid to ask
questions or stand up for the student body,
going to do it well. There is no way that I
and who will do a ll that he can to make
would ever shirk my responsibilities or
ignore the things I need to do. I have me t
sure that we are listened to. I think that I
people quickly and have hoped to impress
am that person.
upon them that I am the kind of person
who would be good for this position. I
would not have run if I did not think so
1. It is student council's role to offer and
myself. I bring with me past experience
support a broad range of activities in an
from my previous high school in student
effort to serve the differing interests of the
council as well as involvement this year at
entire student body. These activities range
SLU H as part of the Academic Policy
in both form and fw1ction. but generally are
Committee. A desire to do well, to do it
intended to foster the ideas of school pride,
with vigor, and to do it with help from the
charity, and fun. Throughout the years,
student body is why I think I would do the
numerous traditions have been passed on
job best. I am committed to working, to
from one class to another. Some examples
thinking, to using using all my skills and
of these are the the belly brigades, Spring
abilities to develop and shape next year's
Fling, and now the Christmas Drive. It is
STUCO into a team which will impress
STUCO'scontinuingresponsibilitytocarry
and which will work.
on traditions, and at the same time to create
new even'ts that may become tradition.
3. I would like to see myself, and have
I would like to see STUCO address
others see me, as a person who is responissues important to our school as a whole.
sible and conscientious. Though my stay
Clearly, notev~ryone is involved in sports,
at SLUH has been brief, the way in whic h
or theater, or any one organization. EveryI have participated has allowed me to
one has different Interests, and that is what
come in close contact and work with facmakes SLUH what it is. It is STUCO's
ulty and administration. As a member of
responsibility to address not only the conthe Academic Policy Committee, I have
cerns
of those who participate in these
been able to work with members of the
things but rather the concerns of everyone.
faculty and administration and have m y
It is STUCO's duty to accurately portray
voice heard, I feel that the Preside nt of
the feelings Of the majority of the student
STUCO cannot be intimidated by the adbody, not to express the opinions of eight
ministration and faculty, but he has to see
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people. This duty brings the necessity of
commWlication between the student body
and STUCO to the forefront. This is why I
think that the most important thing for a
successful student COWlcil is to find ideas
that the entire stud~nt body can get excited
in.
2. I think that all of the candidates running for president are qualified for the job.
It requires someone who is willing to work
hard for the class, someone who cares about
what happens at SLUH, and someone who
is active in the SLUH commWlity. Above
<md beyond these basic qualities, I have
several other qualities which would be beneficial for the job. First of all, I have
experience. I have served for the last year
as class officer for our class and have spent
a lot of time working with the present
Student Council. I have seen how things
work and what needs to be done to make
them work. I attended the SAC meetings,
and have .learned a lot about the faculty's
view on the school. Besides experience, I
would say one of the main attributes that
would be helpful in making next year successful is my ability to listen to others.
Nothing is more important for an organization that is intended to represent the student
body than open lines of communication
between itself and the school.
3. The president of STUCO has many
responsibilities, and the duty to act as the
official representative of the student body
to the adm inistration would fall on me.
Maybe this is my greatest strength. First of
all, I am not afraid to say what I feel. My
outgoing personality allows me to express
my feelings easily. One of the greatest
resirictions for st4dent council, or for any
organization like it, is when one group
doesn't express its opinions. Through my
work as class officer this year, I have gotten
to know many of the fac ulty members and
administrators with whom I would work
next year. I have spoken with many of
them, both at the SAC meetings, headed by
Mr. Clark, and at other times, and have
di scovered the concerns that many of them
have. This open relationship can only
serve to better the relationship between
faculty ar1d students. This will make it
easier for the students to get what they
wailt, such as belly brigades, while still
taking into account the feelings of the faculty.

Vice President
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Candidates for Vice President:

Neil Asinger

Duties

-

Peter Crowe

\

VICE PRESIDENT: To collaborate
with and assist the president in every
way in the performance of his duties; to
perform thedutiesofthepresidentin the
president's absence; to serve as the official STUCO representative on the Student Advisory Committee of the assistant principal for student welfare and
discipline; to assist the president in conducting all STUCO elections; to serve
as parliamentarian.

Question
3. OneofthestatedrolesoftheSTUCO
vice president is to oversee the conducting of meetings and elections. What
abilities would aJlow you to do this job
well? Do you think elections and meetings have been handled effectively in
the past? What changes, if any, would
you make?

Neil Asinger
1 In the past, sports have been the main
focus in STUCO's efforts at raising spirit
and bringing everyone together: I ~gree
this should be important, but other areas
need to be stressed also. All too often
certain things like plays and certain other
activities are placed further back on the
priority list. I do not want this to happen
because many people are not sports fans
and they seem to get lost since there is
nothing to interest them. STUCO's main
job should be to get everyone involved in
this school. The way to do that is to make

Gene Doerr

Chris Juelich

all activities known to people so they can
. enjoy SLUH also.
2. As a homeroom representative, I have
been a part of, and understand student
-~ council. I know our class and understand
the majority of the people think. I am a
person who fellow students can tell about
what they want, and I will do my best to
get it done for them. The most important
thing that I can bring to STUCO, however, is that I want to be there. I am very
excited about having an opportunity like
this, and I want to do a good job.
3. When conducting a meeting or election, you have to take charge. If you have
seen me, you know that I am an outgoing,
aggressive person who can and will take
charge. I listen well, so people can talk,
and they can realize that their voices will
be heard. This has not always been done
so well in the past. That is the one thing
that I would change.

Peter Crowe
1. Student Council organizes and sponsors more events than any other organization in 'the school. The main events, such
as dances, pep rallies, food drives, and
elections allow all students to participate
at their own level. At SLUH there are
numerous groups or clubs which represent the diver~ity of interests of the student body. I believe Student Council
should be more open to these clubs. The
resourcesofSTUCOcanassisttheseclubs
in reaching their goals. In this way STUCO
can assist the entire student body through
its school-wide functions and yet reach
the diverse interests of students through
their clubs .. STUCO is an .organization

,..
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that creates spirit and camaraderie. By
being open to everyone, STUCO can best
ensure that it will meet the needs of the
entire student body.
2. Many traits, such as being focused,
organized, diligent, and people-oriented,
which I have attained prior to and during
my time at SLUH, would enable me to fill
the spot of Vice President. Being class
officer for two years gives me the experience and familiarity with the hard work
and organization needed to get the job
done right. Through my experience with
the American Youth Foundation, I have
enhanced my ability to target objectives,
focus in on these goals, and achieve them.
These traits would allow me to run elections smoothly and have quick, infonnative, and productive meetings.
3. For elections and meetings to run
smoothly, there must be advanced planning and organization. In juggling sports
and school, I have found that organization
is essential to getting things done. I will
prepare agendas that will be handed out to
all homeroom reps at meetings along with
information that the reps should report
back to the students in their homerooms.
I realize that time is important to everyone, so I will keep meetings short and
productive by discussing only the topics
on the agenda. Past meetings have been
excellent, but sometimes an overload of
information is given out and, as a result,
some important infonnation does not get
back to the homerooms. The use of written agendas can help solve this problem.
After each meeting, I will make myself
available to hear any ideas or complaints
from ' any student who wishes their
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thoughts to be addressed by STUCO. Elections went smoothly this year because of
the increased number of students running
them. Ifwecommunicateandkeepeveryone informed, we will have a productive
year.

Gene Doerr
1. STUCO should serve the interest of
the student body by listening to it and
developing a way to tap into student opinions on a regular basis. Once we have
developed a way to gauge opinions, we
should institutionalize this method so that
future STUCOs will have to listen to the
hopes and aspirations oftheir student body.
The primary role o( STUCO should be to
listen to those students who are interested
enough to have their opinions heard.
2. The primary quality that I believe I
possess is the knowledge of what the
average student wants. Throughout my
years at SLUH, I have tried to get to know
as many people as I can, so that I get the
full spectrum of ideas and opinions ..I have
always tried to be open and approachable
to those who want to talk to me. I believe
this ability will help me to reach the goal
of creating a more open STUCO. I have
also been an organized person and would
like to reorganize STUCO to fitourclass's
potentiaL
3. I can't speak about the past; I only
know what the possibilities for the future
are. To start, I would like to implement
more open-forum meetings so that students who don't want to write their opin, ions to STUCO can have a chance to voice
their opinions. But students who are not as
outspoken should also have the ability to
voice their opinions. The way I propose to
do this is to create a comment sheet that
could be passed out during homeroom,
for those who want to, to fill out. After
STUCO has reviewed these sheets, they
should publish a response to them so the
students know for certain the sheets have
been read and their opinions have been
heard.

Chrisluelich
Student Council's purpose is to serve
as a committee in which the elected use
their God-given talents and leadership
qualities to achieve the combined and
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proposed goals of their peers and school
community.
The primary roles that STUCO should
take are as leaders, examples, and organizers to their SLUH peers through informative and entertaining activities.
Some personal qualities that I possess that would be extremely beneficial to
STUCO activities are my determination
to fini sh and to succeed with what I have
started, my social and outgoing nature
which allows me to talk to and get along
with just about anyone and also accept
their views, and I have a very open and
determined opinion which helps me to
express how I feel about issues and do
something to correct those unfavorable
issues for the good of everyone involved.
Another quality which I possess is my ·
_~ well-roundedness. I feel this quality al-· Jows me to enhance both my social doings
and my knowledge of many different aspects of our lives. Allhough these qualities that I possess could definitely be well
utilized on Student Council, my past experience on STUCO is probably the most
~.~eneficial part of my campaign. In the
past two years as class officer, I have had
to become involved in many different
aspects of SLUH. I've been involved in
the planning of our successful Sophomore dance, and along with Matt Kriegel,
the other Junior class officer, I have been
planning our Junior Ring Dance, which
promises to be very enjoyable. I was very
much involved in the planning and carrying out of this year' s Spirit Week. Along
with my required duties, which have allowed me to become familiar with how
activities are planned here at SLUH, I
have also been involved with numerous
committees within our school. I have
served on the Student Advisory Committee for two years. This committee, which
discusses many different topics that deal
with our everyday lives at SLUR, has
allowed me to become a more openminded and better Iis ten ing person. Along
wi th the SAC committee, I a]so serve on
the Student Educational Policies Committee. This group includes teachers,
administrators, and educational experts
from SLUHand other high schools around
St. Louis. We discuss topics such as
SLUH's purpose, goals, funding, school

affiliation and evaluation committees, the
curriculum and admissions. Serving on
this board has allowed me to come in
contact with many important people in the
educational fields that have informed me
of how this school is run and it's overall
goals; Recently, I served on the group that
rewrote and revised the Mission Statement This was a great experience because I really learned about, and had to
focus on, what this school really is and
what it strives to be. Finally, my having
had homeroom in the STUCO office this
year has allowed me to come in contact
with the dealings of STUCO on a daily
and first hand basis.
I believe that my great deal of experience as officer the last two years and my
experience on numerous committees, as
stated above, serves as my credibility in
the area of conducting meetings and elections. I feel that the experience that I have
had is very important in my campaign and
in the decision we have to make next week
for our class's Student Council.
As for my opinion on past meetings
and elec:tions, I feel that they have been
handled quite wei( However, I do hope
that the selection of and the productivity
of Homeroom Representatives is improved.
Please vote for Chris Juelich for
STUCO Vice-President. I promise to do
the job to the best of my ability.

Eric Rantz
1. Yes, STUCO should try to serve
everyone's interests. This includes all students regardless of having membership in
a club or on a sports team. Broadbased
activities should be considered as a primary objective of STUCO. Intramurals
are a prime example of this. Any student
can play in any homeroom sport without
a fear of being cut. Dances are another
instance of where the divergence of the
SLUH student body can be fully used.
Completely different concepts for each of
the mixers held would be the starting
point. A better variety of music than what
is currently employed at certain dances is
another way to address the varying interests of students. The primary role of
STUCO is two-fold. Student Council
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should primarily be a service for the
ered to be someone who is a good or
student's use. The council's members
maybe deep thinker. This would fit as a
should be willing to address any issue
good quality for someone in a position of
brought up by the student body. Ideas for
any power such as this. The abilities or
an activity that are proposed by a number
other circumstances I possess that would
··' ' ;· of students should also be acted upon.
pertain to the office of vice president are
2. Concerning abilities or qualities that
as following: I live very close to the school,
' ' wouldhelpmedothisjob better,I feel that
and 1do have experience with computers.
' I do have enough of them to make a
Living close to the school would help
difference. I have a few different qualities
because I could attend almost any functhat would help me in fulfilling this job.
tion here at school without a schedule
I've never gotten in any trouble serious
problem. Another plus with this is that I
enough to warrant a meeting of any kind
have a substantial knowledge ofthe area
with Mr. Clark, so I feel that this would
and city's layout. I would be able 'to run
allow me to be a good representative in
errands for STUCO with no problem. The
dealingwithhimandothersatSACmeet- · computer experience helps me because
ings. I do consider myself a competent
most of the school is functioning with
enough person to fill in for whoever may
computers as a major component. I~ould
be elected President in any situation. An- - -~ be able to help STUCO operate faster and
o ther quality of which I've been
better.
complimented upon is that I am consid3. Besides the above qualifications, I
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also believe that I possess a quality of
patience. At a boring meeting, this would
help me to pay attention and respond well.
In a heated discussion, this would let me
respond calmly and not get upset. I think
this would also let me keep a personal
opinion out of the discussion if it was
different from the majority that I will
represent. Regarding past elections that I
have voted in, I feel that they have been
run competently and efficiently. The only
things I have problems with are the various scheduling conflicts. Activity period
meetings do have a tendency to run long
and makeup tests or extra credit quizzes
are during activity period. These have
interfered with allowing students to vote
and probably will in the future. I could try
to work with various teachers and try to
convince them not to schedule things for
election day activity period.

Candidates for Secretary:

Keith Mug

Keith Barrett

Matt Nischwitz

Duties

als, and acknowledgements; to serve as
STUCO homeroom representative.

SECRETARY: To keep records of all
meetings of the officers and commissioners of the general STUCO; to type the
minutes of those meetings and to distribute them to all homerooms the following
day; to take roll at all STUCO meetings
and to send warning slips to those absent;
to prepare and distribute STUCO messages and reminders to students during
homeroom; to maintain correspondence
with other schools and organizations; to
coordinate "thank you" notes, memori-

Question

-

Keith Barrett
1. STUCO is the student council. , Jl)e
name implies student leadership. The
leaders of STlJCO should act on behalf of
•

I

3. Recemly, the office of secretary has
come under fire from many students as
being a "do nothing" position which
does not necessarily enhance the functioning of STUCO. In what ways is the
office of secretary vitally important to
the success of STUCO, in your opinion?
Beyond note-taking, what duties do yon
see yourself performing as secretary?
the student body, not in their own interests. When there are grueling issues at
hand, I will step up to command. I am all
for a student democrracy at SLUH. We
should have.elections on certain isSues so

Rob Shasserre

as to give the individual some voice in
activities that go around in our school.
2. I am confident that I am the best
secretary around. I have taken many
courses in secretary-ship around the nation and KampSecretary designed for secretaries just like me. Iknow,how to get the
job done. I'm silly. like that. My great,
great grandfather, Sadahm ofArafat,gave
me a yellow envelope upon,his deathbed.
He bade me not to open it until my twentyfirst bir.thday. I became very anxious.
Locked away in this envelope were the
hidden secrets of perfecting the art of
secretary-ship. I have mastered the art of
note-taking and taking attendance. So you
want to ~ow ~hat I have that the other
ca~didat!!s don't. Well I'll tell you. But
give me some time to think about this
because I'm not really sure right now.

~
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3. People may refer to the secretary's
job as being a "do nothing" position.
Maybe this has been true with past secretaries but not anymore. It is time for a
change, and I am the secretary who will
lead all you students out there to victory.
I will take my future secretary job with
extreme seriousness. I plan to major in
secretary-ship in college. Not only am I a
good note-taker; I am the best note taker
this side of Beirut.

Keith Mug

Secretary
all lines of communication open between
STIJCO and the rest of the school. Beyond just the typical note taking role of
the secretary, I see myself expanding the
role with many other tasks. I would pursue having a STUCO bu'lietin available to
all students. This ·bulletin would highlight issues in debate, upcoming events,
and encourage all students to voice their
opinion. I would also coordinate business/paper work of STUCO and ~omplete
any other task that need be completed: As
Secretary I would make STUCO a student
council that represents all students. Thank
you, and remember to vote tomorrow.

1. STIJCO is the core of SLUH's student body. Awholeyear'ssuccesscan be
determined by the effectiveness of
STUCO. STIJCO has a difficult task in
1. I feel that it is extremely important to
serving everyone's interest. For this reason I believe STIJCO must highlight and · the morale and spirit of the students that
actively sponsor all school events. I be- _JNe attempt to determine what the student
body wants, yet, at the same time, we
lieve the one way most crucial to serve
attempt not to exclude or overlook anyeveryone is to return power back to the
one, club, interest, or idea. It would be
homerooms and gain a balanced budget
wonderful if each club or group-whether .
amendment. STUCO's primary role
it is big or small-be represented by
should be to organize school events, proSTUCO in some way throughout the year.
mote all these events, and actively pursue
Each club, team, or group should have the
the success of these events. In addition,
opportunity to showcase it abilities and
STUCO must maintain the school spirit
so essential to a great school year.
insights to the student body. I feel this
would allow students to get involved be2. As Secretary I feel that I would bring
cause they would become acquainted with
an abundance of qualities necessary to
a diversity of interests, personalities, and
successfully perform my duties and help
ideas.
STUCO be the best possible. Since FreshIn my opinion, it should be STUCO's
man year at SLUR, I have been able to
job to carry out the ideas of the student
maintain a high grade point plus lots of
body as best it can by working with the
free time. In this free time, I have played
students as well as with the administraroles on both varsity water polo and swim
teams. I have been a participant in many
tion. STUCO sho uld use its resources,
like publicity, to get the entire student
organizations and an officer of this year's
body involved and excited about the acYoung Republican club (Dole for Presitivities that are taking place. This may
dent). I have also had an oppor tunity to
seem unrealistic, but it is possible, and I
see how STUCO works. This year I have
would like to take a crack at it.
also served as homeroom representative.
2. Each person running for secretary
In this position I have seen what works
would do a fine job, but I feel extremely
when STUCO deals with reps and what
confident in the abilities that I would
does not I also enjoy Taco Bell. I also
will notauempt in any way to tum STIJCO
bring to student council. First, I feel that
I can provide the necessary leadership
into a dictatorship. I have been to China
that the position requires. Although it
and seen the failures of a Communist
may not seem like much, but I served as
society.
Senior Patrol Leader for a Boy Scout
3. Secretary plays a vital, often unnotroop of over 30 boys. I have earned my
ticed, role of STUCO. The success of
Eagle Scout award and want to use the
STUCO is only achieved when all memknowledge I have gained to e nri c h
bers actively pursue their roles. In a
STUCO. I have been chosen as a trisuccessful. STUCO, the Secretary keeps

Matt Nischwitz
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captain for the Varsity Wrestling Team
for next year. It may not seem like a big
deal, but to help the team grow and mature, I have been chosen to lead this team
throughout the summer by taking an active role in getting the younger wrestlers
to attend camp.
I feel I would I would bring to STUCO
a sense of diversity. I have been involved
with many groups, clubs, and teams that
my knowledge of the students and their
interests which is extremely important. I
have participated in football, wrestling,
track, X-country, CSP, junior achievement, Prep News, and chess club.
I feel my most important asset to
STUCO is my spirit I truly love SLUH
and work to show SLUH off. I do not feel
ashamed to praise the cast of Pippin for a
fabulous show. I want to use that spirit to
make this STIJCO the best ever.
3. It is my opinion that once the notes
are taken, the secretary should begin· to
look around for ways to fulfill the ideas
that have been raised. I feel it is important
for the secretary to get the ball rolling on
these ideas si nce the ideas are close at
hand. If I am elected, the position of
secretary will not be the do-nothing office
any more, for I will work to carry out the
student body's ideas and interests. It is
my plan to be active among the student
body in order to ensure that the ideas have
been spoken. Vote for me because you
feel that I will do the job (and I will) and
that everyone's ideas will be heard and
acted on no matter how big or how small.
Let's elect the best STUCO ever and le t's
have some fun next year.

Rob Shasserre
1. It is my opinion that everyone is
entitled to his point of view. There are
many diverse organizations at SLUH
which focus their attention in different
directions. Our objective as the Student
Council and my objective as secretary and
student is to bring these various groups
toge the r toward a common goal- school
unity which enhances our opportunity to
be men for others. When a variety of
conflicting opinions exist on a certain
issue, polls should be taken to determine
the majority viewpoint. Only if it is representative of the student body should it

Secretary
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· be acted upon. Such topics might include:
- guest speakers, school spirit activities,
dances, student music performances, and
other enrichment projects. The Student
Council's primary role should be to accurately report to the student body Student
Council's activities and act upon the student body's wants and needs. With these
actions, theStudentCouncil can help bring
the SLUR community together and encourage the traditions it has been built
upon.

2. My work habits include: perseverance, attention to detail , focus, and an
intense desire to do the very best job
possible. My sense of responsibility will
encourage completion of all Student Council tasks started-no matter what it entails. I realize the power of the printed
word for accurate communication. Overall, my personal commitment to achieving the highest degree 6f success possible
for the school will encourage the level of
excellence that I know we are capable of
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attaining. ·
3. -The office of secretary is vitally important to the functioning of the SLUH
community. It is not a job of merely notetaking but relating to ·every homeroom
representative the important endeavors of
the school. The purpose of the job is
communication to the SLUR students. It
must be accurate, appropriate, and efficient. My goal will be to try to keep every
student informed because an informed
student body is a unified student body.

Candidates for Treasurer:

Ryan Barlow

Tim Callahan

Michael Keach

Steven Hemkens

Mike Kuhn

Question
TREASURER: To handle all financial
matters for STUCO; to count, record;-and
deposit money collected for all STUCO
events and activities, including mixers,
formal dances, raffles, food drives, mission collections, and Spring Fling; to report regularly to the membership on the
current financial status of STUCO.

Ryan Barlow
1. Even if achieving full attendance at
all extra-curricular activities is impossible-as is often true-it is STUCO's
-. responsibility to at least create a sense of
' pride, in the student body for the accom-

.

- 3. Raising money and distributing re--sources are inarguably the most important
tasks of the treasurer. In your opinion, what
are the most effective ways for STU CO to
earn money for the student body? Also,
how should STUCO funds be distributed?
Should they be used to fund large events,
such as dances, or should the distribution be
more balanced among student activities?
plishments of ali activities, tho,ugh ~hey
may not be either the most popular or
- attended. Although this is easier said than
done, it is my belief that STUCO's pri.ma~y motive should be to get the word
out. Make st.ire the students hear about
their teams' records. Put hom,eroom reps

\

Bill Hucker

GregUhrhan
. to some use by having them advertise the
week-end's events. No student should
ever be left thinking that his school and its
team's
any Jess than the best. Whether
it be through pep-nillies, weekly announcements by sruco members in
homerooms, or more events such as
Billiken Bash Week (though on a lesser
. scale) throughout the year, the word about
our School's excellence has got to get out.
2. The qualities that will make me beneficial to STl.J:CO incll}de my previous
financing and team-experiences. Aside
from keeping my grades up year-round, I
also served as Vice-President of Finance
for my Junior Achievement company this
past fall. This experience in updating the
books, devising a payroll, and keeping
track of both expenses and sales has given

are
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Treasurer

SLUH. However, along those same lines,
me the experience necessary to perform
there are about fifteen other sports that
the jobs of Treasurer with the know-how
deserve
the same support. By publicizing
that they should be. In addition to these
and
having
pep rallies for other sports
experiences, my participation on both the
such
as
baseball,
volleyball, etc., it would
Mock Trial and Swim Teams has given
show
those
athletes
that STUCO and the
mean opportunity to work with two groups
entire
student
body
recognize
and support
in which the feeling of unity runs strong.
all
of
their
hard
work.
SLUH
is not just
All of these reasons, along with my ability
about
sports
though.
Interests
of SLUR
to budget time and juggle my many activistudents
are
as
diverse
as
the
students
ties with my schoolwork, make me both
themselves.
By
expanding
STUCO
supprepared and qualified for the Office of
port to other areas such as the CSP or
Treasurer.
Pastoral Activities would most likely in3. On the heels of the successful Syncrease participation. Teaming up with
ergy, it is my belief that these kind of
CSP to help raise money for Habitat For
popular 90's fundraisers are the best way,
Humanity would benefit everyone inat present, to raise both money and intervolved. How do students get their ideas
est in school activities. I feel that STUCO
across to STUCO? When we were freshshould determine a set percentage of revmen, the STUCO held open forums where
enue, anywhere from 40-60 percent, to be
used strictly for dances and similar social -: students could express ideas and suggestions. That would be very helpful for
functions and fundraisers. The rest should
STUCO so that they would not lose touch
be distributed based on both need and,
with the students. To answer the second
most importantly, interest. Obviously, a
question, I believe STUCO's primary goal
larger percentage of the available budget
is to serve the entire student body. It is
should go to promoting those sports or
simple yet sufficient. STUCO is there,
events which traditionally draw more
not to control the school, but to help make
people and profit. Though lower grossing
the
school a better place for everyone.
events should in no way be forgotten,
2.
The treasurer handles all of the finanequal distribution of funds cannot be juscial
matters for STUCO. I have. been
tified in all cases. Since SLUR dances,
doing
that forthree years at my work. I am
the best in the city, are the highlight of the
in
control
of all of the invoices at work.
SLUR social year, the prim·ary focus of
As
treasurer
I would be no amateur. Along
the budget, as it has been in the past,
with
experience,
I am extremely hard
should be these events. Though not genworking,
a
team
player,
and extremely
erating a profit, food and clothing drives,
dedicated
to
the
school.
Personally I
in addition to sporting and social activibelieve
I
am
the
best
candidate
because pf
ties, represent many of the most important
all
of
those
reasons
and
more,
but my
events of the year. The priority that is
biggest
asset
is
my
love
for
S.
t
.
Louis
U
given to the promotion of football games
High. These three years have been some
and plays should also be given to such
of the happiest years of my life. I actually
charity events. Since drives such as these
look forward to coming to school on
both draw the SLUH community together
Mondays. I try to participate in as many
and help those in need, they deserve equal
events as I can. My love and dedication
recognition in the budget.
could be seen by any one who worked
with Spirit Week. I joined a committee
and
worked hard for the entire event. I
1. SLUR has over sixty different coasked
myself why do I want to run for
curriculars that students are able to get
STUCO?
Thinking about the past years
involved in, among those are numerous
of less-than-perfect contributions to
sports. STUCO puts tremendous support
STUCO, I wanted to tum it around. I am
into the big sports: football, soccer, and
not one to sit idly by and let things worl<
basketball. They deserve all the support
out for themselves. I guarantee you that I
given to them, no doubt about it. They
am not running for status or college-;:tp~
work hard all season long to win for

Tim Callahan
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pearance. I am running to dedicated myself to help my school.
3. T-shirts have always been an effective way to raise money. The right kind
can be attractiv.e to all four classes. Barbecues before football and soccer games
is another effective way. A big way to
raise money for STUCO is the mixersby increasing the frequency of mixers and
opening them to all high school students,
not just SLUH boys or those with a ticket.
There are numerous boys that do not know
anyone from SLUH in order to buy a
ticket. Letting those boys come would
increase the revenue and diminish SLUH' s
stereotypeofbeing conceited. Funds definitely should be distributed proportionally. A major complaint of this year was
the cost of the dances. By using STUCO
funds, the price could be lowered allowing more people to attend the dances.
However, the funds should also help the
smaller clubs and other organizations. By
pumping money into all ofSLUH's clubs,
it brings about a happier and more wellrounded atmosphere.

Steve H emkens
1. In order for STUCO to best serve the
often divergent interests of the student
body, STUCO should leave itself open to
the input and suggestions of the students.
Underclassmen should not feel inUmidated by entering the STUCO office to
offer a suggestion. STUCO needs to encourage a greater unity among all the
classes in support of sporting events, and
at the same time, provide opportunities
for each class to participate separately in
dances and other functions. STUCO's
primary function should be to offer the
students as many opportunities to participate, both socially and athletically, in the
SLUH experience before they graduate.
2.
I have had experience in money
management through my work at the Legends, and have the ability to manage funds
wisely and profitably. I am dedicated to
anything I pursue and am willing to compromise. I am intelligent, good with numbers, and I LOVE MONEY. This is the
quality that sets me apart from the other
candidates. Making and managing money
is what a treasurer should be all about. I

